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Block 11:  Triad Star
Templates:  D2, D4, ET2, ET4  (Each of these templates have been used in prior
   blocks.)

Fabric:   1/8 yd. light blue
  1/8 yd. medium green
  1/8 yd. dark pink
  1/8 yd. lighter salmon
  1/8 yd. darker salmon 
Prepare the fabrics as described in Hexagons, Diamonds, Triangles, and More.  

Cutting:
 From each of the light blue, medium green, dark pink, and lighter salmon   
  fabrics, cut one  WOF strip, 4” x 42”.
 From the darker salmon fabric, cut one WOF strip, 2 1/4” x 42”.

 Keep fabric strips folded with wrong sides together.

 Using template ET4, cut three ET4 triangles from the medium green, the   
  lighter salmon, and the dark pink fabrics, unfolding the strip to cut the
  third triangle in order to conserve fabric. 

selvages fold



Using template D4, from the light blue strip, cut six D4 diamonds.  Be sure to cut from the 
selvages toward the fold, as shown, to conserve fabric.  Then, using template ET2, cut six ET2 
triangles from the remaining light blue fabric.

selvages fold

From the 2 1/4” dark salmon fabric, using template D2, cut three D2 diamonds.

foldselvages

With the “leftovers” of all five fabrics, cut as many 1 1/2” x 6” rectangles as possible.  Put 
these rectangles aside in a safe place.  They’ll be used later to finish your quilt!

Construction:
1.  Using one dark salmon D2 diamond and two light blue ET2 triangles, sew pieces together as   
 shown, using complete seams, to create a Diamond Triangle unit.

Press seams toward the 
triangles.  Make 3 units.

2.  Using set-in seam technique, sew the three Diamond Triangle units and the three medium 
green ET4 triangles, together, as shown.  Press seams.
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3.  Using set-in seam technique, sew the lighter salmon and dark pink ET4 triangles to the 
pieced hexagon unit, as shown.

4.  Set-in the six light blue D4 diamonds.  Press seams.  Enjoy your Triad Star Block!

Next month, you will receive Block 12 of the Kellyquilter 
Mystery Block of the Month AND the setting instructions, 
including fabric requirements.  I can hardly wait for the “big 
reveal”!!!  
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